
                         MBUA Meeting 

                           Minutes 

                      Google Meet -10/24/22 

* President Cutting called the meeting to order at 7PM 

* Secretary's Report - No communication (no past minutes for meeting brevity) 

* Treasurer's Report - Current balance with expenses since March reported 

* Baseball Committee 

(Cacciatore,Cutting,Rulli,Andrade,Dimare,Crossman,McGonagle,Albert,D'Andrea,F

redericks) 

       Conversation centered on recruitment and the dire need to recruit- miaa 

involvement / meeting sought with miaa - Baseball Committee Meeting this week 

with hopes of brainstorming with them at some point 

* NFHS 2023 Rules Changes - Joe Peters PowerPoint presentation (being sent to 

each group) 

(Peters,Welch,McNulty) 

* Webmaster stipend 

       Not a constitutional notice - voted upon yearly expense - Dimare Motion 

for $500 payment to Webmaster / Duffy Second   Approved 

       Motion to add Webmaster stipend to constitution T.Kennedy / Crossman   

Approved (to be readdressed at next MBUA Meeting) 

(Andrade,Duffy,Cutting,Crossman,O'Dell,T.Kennedy) 

* Dues Increase TABLED 

* Patch price increase 

          Why patches? New patch...New caps...Smaller patch 



         Patches signify certification,smaller patches will save pocket 

deployment cost...Better cap logo...Albert will look into new cap logo / Andrade 

will look into smaller patch size and cost / Dwyer has a prototype small 

possibility...Cost per patch now $1.07 per patch for under 1000 ordered 

(Cacciatore,Andrade,O'Dell,Albert,Crossman,Cutting,Dimare,Hilton,Duffy) 

       Current patches to increase in association cost to $3 a patch...Motion by 

Duffy / Second Rulli   Approved 

* VP election  

   13 member boards in attendance / 75%...Mark Rulli,SSUA only nomination 

made (Duffy)...Martinelli Motioned to close nominations...All 13 groups 

approved...Mark Rulli elected to VP 

* Old Business - None 

* New Business  

            President Cutting introduced the next MBUA President as Dom 

Dimare after offering thanks and support to all during his tenure as 

President...President Dimare asked for a Motion to adjorn / 

Duffy/Vaschak...Meeting adjorned at 8:22 

 

          Respectfully submitted, 

                            Bryan Andrade,Secretary/Treasurer,MBUA 

 

Attendance: 

Berkshire County - Singleton,Fierro,Hassett 

Cape Cod - McNulty,Andrade 

Central - Dwyer,Mucciarone 



Eastern - Cacciatore 

Greater Lawrence - Martinelli 

Greater Lowell - V.Kennedy 

Hampshire/Franklin - Wall 

Merrimack Valley - D.Kennedy,McGonagle 

North Central - Thibault,Cutting,T.Kennedy 

North Shore - Carroll,Unczur 

Shrewsbury - Texeira 

South Shore - Dimare,Peters,Albert,Duffy,Rulli,Barbuto 

Southeastern - Rose,Couture 

Southern - Quimby,Crossman,Fredericks,Sarnie,O'Dell 

Western - Vaschak 

Worcester - D'Andrea,Hilton 

        

 


